POCKET KNIVES
HAMMER BRAND

One glazed steel blade; budging point.
No. 802 Stag handle; Length, 4 inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $16.00

One half crocus polished steel blade, Turkish clip point, etched; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster.
No. 155 Oriental shell handle. Length, 4½ inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $21.00

One glazed steel blade; marking hammer; steel lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 135 Redwood handle. Length, 3½ inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $16.00

One half crocus polished steel blade, Turkish clip point, etched; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster.
No. 186 Persian shell handle. Length, 3½ inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $18.00

One glazed steel blade; etched; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster.
No. 102 Stag handle. Length, 4 inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $16.00

One half crocus polished steel blade, spear point; brass lining; nickel silver bolster with nickel silver shackle.
No. 128 Persian shell handle. Length, 2½ inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $18.00

One glazed steel blade; etched; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster.
No. 106 Stag handle; Length, 4 inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $12.00

One half crocus polished steel blade, spear point; brass lining; nickel silver bolster.
No. 197 Stag handle. Length, 4½ inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $18.00

One glazed steel blade; etched; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster.
No. 177 Red shell handle. Length, 5 inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $16.50

One half crocus polished steel blade, spear point; brass lining; nickel silver bolster with nickel silver shackle.
No. 156 Dark bone handle. Length, 3½ inches
One Dozen in a Box $6.50

One glazed steel blade; etched; brass lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 116 Dark bone handle. Length, 3½ inches
One Dozen in a Box $6.50

One crocus polished steel blade. Turkish clip point, etched; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster.
No. 1783 Stag handle; length, 3½ inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $16.00

One glazed steel blade; etched; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster.
No. 197 Stag handle. Length, 4½ inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $18.00

One half crocus polished steel blade, clip point; etched; brass lining; nickel silver bolster with nickel silver shackle.
No. 165 Stag handle. Length, 4½ inches
One Dozen in a Box $21.00

One crocus polished steel blade, spear point; brass lining; with brass shackle.
No. 117 Persian shell handle. Length, 2½ inches
One-Half Dozen in a Box $9.00
POCKET KNIVES
HAMMER BRAND

One glazed steel pruning blade; steel lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 142 Redwood handle. Length, 4 inches
                    Per Dozen, $16.00
            One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two glazed steel blades; large blade clip point; small blade pen point; steel lining; steel bolster.
No. 2304 Dark bone handle. Length, 3½ inches
                    Per Dozen, $8.40
            One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two glazed steel blades; large blade spear point; small blade pen point; steel lining; steel bolster.
No. 2306 Dark bone handle. Length, 3½ inches
                    Per Dozen, $8.40
            One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two glazed steel blades; large blade clip point; small blade pen point; steel lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 2309 Redwood handle. Length, 3½ inches
                    Per Dozen, $8.40
            One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two glazed steel blades; large blade clip point; small blade pen point; steel lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 2310 Redwood handle. Length, 3½ inches
                    Per Dozen, $8.40
            One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two glazed steel blades; large blade spear point; small blade pen point; steel lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 2311 Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches
                    Per Dozen, $12.00
            One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two glazed steel blades; large blade clip point; small blade pen point; steel lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 2312 Cocobolo handle. Length, 3½ inches
                    Per Dozen, $12.00
            One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two glazed steel blades; large blade clip point; small blade pen point; steel lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 2315 Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches
                    Per Dozen, $12.00
            One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two glazed steel blades; large blade spear point; small blade pen point; steel lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 2316 Cocobolo handle. Length, 3½ inches
                    Per Dozen, $12.00
            One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two glazed steel blades; large blade clip point; small blade pen point; steel lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 2319 Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches
                    Per Dozen, $14.40
            One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two glazed steel blades; large blade spear point and etched; small blade pen point; brass lining; polished steel bolster.
No. 2556 Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches
                    Per Dozen, $15.00
            One-Half Dozen in a Box
POCKET KNIVES
HAMMER BRAND

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster.
No. 2421 Ebony handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

Two steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster.
No. 2425 Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2426 Black Per-shell handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2427 Green Per-shell handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

All the Above, One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glued; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 2111 Cocobola handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

Two steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glued; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 2219 Ebony handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2259 Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2279 Orient shell handle; length 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glued; brass lining; two large nickel silver bolsters.
No. 2417 Mason Silver-shell handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2418 Elk Silver-shell handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2419 K. P. Silver-shell handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2421 Rotary Silver-shell handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2422 K. C. Silver-shell handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2423 W. O. W. Silver-shell handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2424 Kiwanis Silver-shell handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

Emblem

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glued; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster.
No. 2292 Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

No. 2293 Ebony handle. Length, 3½ inches
Per Dozen, $16.00

All the Above, One-Half Dozen in a Box
POCKET KNIVES
HAMMER BRAND

Two steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2530 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2531 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

All the Above, One-Half Dozen in a Box

The Geo. Worthington Co.

Pocket Knives

Two steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished and etched. Screw driver blade; very useful for automobile and radio work; brass lining, nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2581 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2552 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2543 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2545 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2547 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2544 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2546 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2548 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2549 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2550 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2551 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2553 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2554 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2555 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2556 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2557 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2558 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver cap and bolster. No. 2559 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/4 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00

All the Above, One-Half Dozen in a Box
POCKET KNIVES
HALLMARK BRAND

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished and etched; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 260 Pearl handle. Length, 2 1/2 inches. Per Dozen, $27.00
One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two full crocus polished steel blades; large blade spear point; small blade pen point; nickel silver lining and bolsters; nickel silver shackle.
No. 209 Stag handle. Length 3 inches. Per Dozen, $21.00
One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 279 Pearl handle. Length, 2 inches. Per Dozen, $28.00
One-Half Dozen in a Box

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 233 Pearl handle. Length, 3 1/2 inches. Per Dozen, $38.00

Three steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 235 Pearl handle. Length, 2 3/4 inches. Per Dozen, $38.00

Three steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 245 Stag handle. Length, 3 1/2 inches. Per Dozen, $38.00

Three steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 250 Pearl handle. Length, 3 inches. Per Dozen, $38.00

Two steel blades; large blade spear point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 2150 Pearl handle. Length, 3 1/2 inches. Per Dozen, $38.00

All the Above One-Half Dozen in a Box
### POCKET KNIVES
#### HAMMER BRAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three steel blades: large blade spear point, half coccus polished and etched; two small blades, one pen point and one nail blade; nickel silver lining</td>
<td>Per Dozen: $14.00</td>
<td>One-Half Dozen in a Box: $42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three steel blades: large blade spear point, half coccus polished and etched; two small blades, one pen point and one nail blade; milled nickel silver lining</td>
<td>Per Dozen: $18.00</td>
<td>One-Half Dozen in a Box: $54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three steel blades: large blade spear point and half coccus polished; two small blades, one pen point and one nail blade; nickel silver lining; milled back</td>
<td>Per Dozen: $20.00</td>
<td>One-Half Dozen in a Box: $60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three steel blades: large blade spear point and half coccus polished; two small blades, one pen point and one nail blade; milled nickel silver lining; milled</td>
<td>Per Dozen: $22.00</td>
<td>One-Half Dozen in a Box: $66.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the Above One-Half Dozen in a Box: $80.00
POCKET KNIVES
HAMMER BRAND

Four steel blades; large blade spear point; half crocus polished; two small pen point blades; glazed; and one nail blade; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 423 Pearl handle. Length, 2½ inches. Per Dozen, $30.00
No. 422 Stag handle. Length, 2½ inches. Per Dozen, $52.00
One-Half Dozen in a Box

Four steel blades; large blade spear point; half crocus polished and etched; one large sheepfoot blade, and two small pen point blades; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 4042 Stag handle. Length, 3 inches. Per Dozen, $37.00
No. 4043 Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches. Per Dozen, $52.00
One-Half Dozen in a Box

Four steel blades; large blade spear point; half crocus polished and etched; one large sheepfoot blade, and two small pen point blades; glazed; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters.
No. 4051 Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches. Per Dozen, $45.00
No. 4052 Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches. Per Dozen, $52.00
One-Half Dozen in a Box

Four full crocus polished steel blades; one large spear point blade; two small pen point blades; and nail blade; nickel silver lining; milled back.
No. 447 Pearl handle. Length, 3 inches. Per Dozen, $30.00

Four full crocus polished steel blades; one large spear point blade; one small pen point blade; one long grooved nail blade; and one scissors; nickel silver lining; milled.
No. 444 Shadow pearl handle. Length, 2½ inches. Per Dozen, $39.00

Four steel blades; large blade spear point; half crocus polished and etched; one large sheepfoot blade, and two small pen point blades; glued; and one nail blade; nickel silver lining; milled back.
No. 417 Pearl handle. Full crocus polished points; glazed. Length, 3¾ inches. Per Dozen, $36.00
No. 415 Stag handle; large spear point blade; two small pen point blades; and one nail blade; nickel silver lining; milled back; nickel silver tips.

Four steel blades; large blade clip point half crocus polished; can opener and bottle opener; Harrison punch blade; screw driver with wire stripper; flat nickel silver bolsters; nickel silver shackle.
No. 2BB Silver shell handle. Length, 3¾ inches. Per Dozen, $29.00
All the Above, One-Half Dozen in a Box

Official Boy Scout
Four steel blades; large blade spear point; half crocus polished and etched; one can opener; one Harrison punch blade and one screw driver and bottle opener blade; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters; nickel silver shackle.
No. 1BB Official Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches. Per Dozen, $38.00

Buffalo Bill
Four steel blades; large blade clip point half crocus polished and etched; can opener and bottle opener; Harrison punch; screw driver with wire stripper; flat nickel silver bolsters; nickel silver shackle; this knife is also called "Radio Knife."
No. 1BB Stag handle. Length, 3½ inches. Per Dozen, $38.00
All the Above, One-Half Dozen in a Box
POCKET KNIVES
WALLKILL BRAND

Two steel blades, large blade clip point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; polished iron cap and bolster. Per Dozen, $12.00

No. W12 Stag handle. Length, 3 3/4 inches.

Two steel blades; large blade clip point; small blade pen point; brass lining; polished iron bolster. Per Dozen, $12.00

No. W3 Stag handle. Length, 3 inches.

Two steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; polished iron cap and bolster. Per Dozen, $12.00

No. W9 Ebony handle. Length, 3 3/4 inches.

Two steel blades; large blade clip point; small blade pen point; brass lining; polished iron bolster. Per Dozen, $12.00

No. W8 Stag handle. Length, 3 3/4 inches.

Two steel blades; large blade clip point; small blade pen point; brass lining; polished iron bolster and bolster. Per Dozen, $12.00

No. W10 Stag handle. Length, 3 inches.

Two steel blades, large blade clip point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; polished iron cap and bolster. Per Dozen, $12.00

No. W15 Candy shell handle. Length, 3 3/4 inches.

Two steel blades, large blade clip point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; polished iron cap and bolster. Per Dozen, $12.00

No. W16 Twist shell handle. Length, 3 3/4 inches.

Three steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished; small speying blade, glazed; punch blade; brass lining; polished iron bolsters. Per Dozen, $10.00

No. W21 Stag handle. Length, 3 3/4 inches.

Two steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; polished iron cap and bolster. Per Dozen, $12.00


Two steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; polished iron cap and bolster. Per Dozen, $12.00


Two steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished; small blade pen point, glazed; brass lining; polished iron cap and bolster. Per Dozen, $12.00


Three steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished; small speying blade, glazed; punch blade; brass lining; polished iron bolsters. Per Dozen, $10.00

No. W22 Candy shell handle. Length, 3 3/4 inches.

Three steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished; small speying blade, glazed; punch blade; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters. Per Dozen, $12.00


Three steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished; two small blades, glazed; one sheepfoot and one speying blade; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters. Per Dozen, $12.00


Three steel blades; large blade clip point, half crocus polished; two small blades, glazed; one sheepfoot and one speying blade; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters and handle. All the Above One-Half Dozen in a Box


Four steel blades; large blade, spear point, half crocus polished and etched Boy Scout; punch blade; can opener; screwdriver and bottle opener; brass lining; nickel silver bolsters and handle. All the Above One-Half Dozen in a Box